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Asynchronous Resilient Wireless Sensor Network
for Train Integrity Monitoring
Mihai T. Lazarescu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Pooya Poolad, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—To increase railway use efficiency, the European
Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) Level 3 requires
all trains to constantly and reliably self-monitor and report
their integrity and track position without infrastructure support.
Timely train separation detection is challenging, especially for
long freight trains without electrical power on cars. Data fusion of
multiple monitoring techniques is currently investigated, including distributed integrity sensing of all train couplings. We propose
a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) topology, communication protocol, application, and sensor nodes prototypes designed for low
power timely train integrity reporting in unreliable conditions,
like intermittent node operation and network association (e.g., in
low environmental energy harvesting conditions) and unreliable
radio links. Each train coupling is redundantly monitored by four
sensors, which can help to satisfy the Train Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS) and European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization (CENELEC) SIL 4 requirements and contribute
to the reliability of the asynchronous network with low rejoin
overhead. A control center on the locomotive controls the WSN
and receives the reports, helping the integration in railway or
Internet of Things (IoT) applications. Software simulations of the
embedded application code virtually unchanged show that the
energy-optimized configurations check a 50-car train integrity
(about 1 km long) in 3.6 s average with 0.1 s standard deviation
and that more than 95 % of the reports are delivered successfully
with up to one-third of communications or up to 15 % of the
nodes failed. We also report qualitative test results for a 20-node
network in different experimental conditions.

System (ETCS), the signaling component of the European
Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) standard [2],
requires trains to constantly self-monitor their position and
integrity to improve the usage efficiency of railway networks.
This way, trains can be modeled as moving blocks, reducing
the safety distance between them (hence increasing the track
usage) depending on their relative speeds and braking distance
[3], [4]. Accidental train separations suddenly vary the train
length and speed and must be promptly detected and reported,
so that adjacent trains can timely adjust their speed for safety.
ETCS Level 3 compliant on-board detection and signaling
of accidental freight train separation are especially challenging
because they can have tens of cars, be more than one kilometer
long [5], and lack electrical power. On-board train composition
and integrity check systems are self-powered and may also
provide communication and ETCS services between train ends.

Pneumatic train brake fail-safe operation is among the earliest
train separation detection techniques. The ensuing loss of
pressure automatically applies the train brakes for safety, but
with long latencies, over 14 s for 2-km trains, exceeding the
required 5 s reporting interval [3], [6]–[8]. Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSSs) enhanced with Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs) [9] can be used to sense train length variations,
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, Internet of things, meyet
their accuracy may be insufficient, especially in low covdia access protocol, communication protocol, asynchronous, low
erage
conditions [10]–[13], may be sensitive to normal train
power, reliability, optimization, design space exploration, safety,
train integrity, low maintenance
length variations, and need long-range wireless communication
between the train ends. Distributed integrity sensing using
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) locally assess the status of
I. I NTRODUCTION
each coupling, provide train end-to-end communication, can
VER more than 2500 years since the first historical record monitor other train car parameters (e.g., bearings health, wheel
[1], rail transportation evolved to the large capacity, de- flat spots), and detect separation location.
pendable, efficient, cheap, and safe service on which nowadays
Integrity assessment techniques alone can hardly satisfy the
we rely for both passengers and freight transportation.
Signaling systems are central for rail transportation quality stringent Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), ETCS
of service (QoS), safety, and efficient infrastructure utilization, Level 3, and the European Committee for Electrotechnical
which is expensive and of limited capacity. Current systems, Standardization (CENELEC) Software Integrity Level (SIL) 4
such as axle counters or track circuits, can sense track occu- specifications. Currently are of interest data fusion techniques
pancy only at the block (or section) level, which is inefficient from the most promising methods that we discussed above [14].
and must change, as stated in different high-level documents In this context, we propose a WSN for train integrity assessment
mentioned in the article. Level 3 of the European Train Control and reporting designed to avoid single points of failure and
assuming unreliable operation conditions, like intermittent node
M. T. Lazarescu is with the Department of Electronics and Telecommunica- failure due to, e.g., low environmental energy harvesting, and
tions, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy (e-mail: mihai.lazarescu@polito.it).
P. Poolad is with the Department of Electrical and Computer En- unreliable radio frequency (RF) connections due to variable
gineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada (e-mail: propagation conditions. To improve the Quality of Service
pooya.poolad@isl.utoronto.ca).
(QoS), we optimize for reporting latency and energy, the latter
Copyright (c) 20xx IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However,
permission to use this material for any other purposes must be obtained from lowering the equipment and maintenance cost, e.g., energy
the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org.
harvesting device size or the battery replacement period [15].
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II. R ELATED WORK
On-board integrity detection systems can rely on a device
at the train end or use distributed sensing. Beneficiaries prefer
simple, maintenance- and cost-effective systems [3]. Wired
solutions can be based on the self-configurable IEC 61375 or
IEEE 1473-1999 Type T standard, used mainly for passenger
train control, diagnostics, and passenger information [16]. A
distributed monitoring system proposed for freight trains uses
car modules connected with serial buses across couplings,
inferring separations and their location from link faults [8], [17].
Wireless communications have many railway uses [18],
[19], especially in the ERTMS standard. A broad class uses
GNSS to synchronously locate the train ends and infer the
train integrity from the distance between them [12]. TCAS
requires detection of separations below 30 m [11], while GNSS
should accept length variations from normal train operation,
like starting to brake, move, or bend. GNSS can be unreliable
[10] in bad signal conditions, such as tunnels, buildings, urban
or natural canyons, anti-noise barriers, roofs (including glass
roofs), parallel trains, melting snow, electromagnetic noise
from locomotives or sites [13]. Differential GNSS can improve
accuracy [20], but relies on base station infrastructures not
accepted by ETCS Level 3 specifications. Hence, GNSS-based
systems should be complemented with systems operating on
different principles [3], [11], e.g., on-board sensors [9] like
IMUs. GNSS systems can localize both train extremities to help
coordinate nearby traffic [21], but cannot locate the separation
[8], [17], and need roofs or other high rise elements which
may be incompatible with some car types [3].
Other systems use the time of flight of wireless communications or the brake pipes to evaluate the distance between train
ends. The latter may sense the pipe pressure at the far end and
signal via radio abnormal levels or can send acoustic signals
through the pipes which are evaluated on the locomotive. Brake
pipe pressure, airflow, or acoustic transmission echoes can be
monitored on the locomotive, but such systems can have long reaction times [22], [23] and cannot locate the separation [8], [17].
On-board sensing options to improve GNSS-based system accuracy are discussed in [11]. They report detection latencies of
200 s when cruising, and 35 s under acceleration, significantly
higher than the 5 s specifications [6]–[8]. A switching linear
dynamic system can improve GNSS-based separation detection
accuracy to ±10 m for a 475 m train, with a train separation
false positive detection rate of 0.09 % [9]. They send IMU
measurements every second to a ground station and, for safety
decisions, the actual train separation time can be calculated
compensating the detection delay. Ground station communications may be delayed, with no upper bound, [24], and are
not accepted by ETCS Level 3 specifications. Compensating
ionosphere, troposphere, clock deviations, and using a railway
track database can convert train positioning from a 3D to a 1D
problem [20] and lower GNSS errors to meet the CENELEC
SIL 4 requirements of hazard rates below 10−9 h−1 . Using a
dual GNSS system based on different satellite constellations
is also beneficial [21], but GNSS methods can fail in areas
without good coverage.
In general, GNSS-based methods cannot determine train com-

position and can be slow detecting train separations because,
e.g., of GNSS limitations, train length variations during normal
operation, and track topology. They need a long-range reliable
wireless connection between the train ends, and some car types
are incompatible with a GNSS antenna installation [3].
Distributed WSN sensing can also be used for train integrity
detection. WSNs can be optimized for many applications [25],
monitor for events with low energy, and be supplied with
energy harvested from the environment [26] or small batteries
[27]. WSNs can closely monitor each train coupling, detecting
and localizing separations without infrastructure support. They
can determine train composition and self-configure during
exploitation and maintenance.
WSNs covering long freight trains have mostly linear topologies, like those monitoring tunnels, bridges [28], or roads [29].
Most leverage the (almost) linear network topology to improve
performance or mitigate potential issues. Proposed protocols are
mostly synchronous to reduce channel contentions that waste
energy and increase communication delays, such as DiS-MAC
[29] designed for roadside and highway monitoring. Network
throughputs close to 0.5 packets/s are demonstrated in various
operation conditions, but node clock synchronization over very
long networks is especially challenging [30]. Network synchronization may be challenging in variable node operating conditions (e.g., large temperature spread between iced or sunshine
exposed nodes), affecting their time reference accuracy [31].
LINE-MAC [32] proposes a trade-off between networking
latency and node energy consumption using an asynchronous
Medium Access Control (MAC) and adaptive communication
protocol for linear network topologies, derived from and sharing
the adaptability of the AREA-MAC [33]. It is optimized for
generic packet forwarding to the sink, but the adaptive low
overhead operation on which it is based can be further optimized for packet formats specific for train integrity assessment.
Node faults can considerably affect the QoS of linear topology WSNs [34]. Node defects or temporary faults due to,
e.g., insufficient harvested energy from the environment, can
affect WSN sensing and networking unless it is designed with
sufficient redundancy. Uneven network traffic distribution can
prematurely deplete the energy of some nodes [35] and can
be mitigated by application or routing protocol design, or by
dynamic traffic redistribution [36]. Train monitoring WSNs
can leverage the regular node distribution to optimize node
operation and routing protocol [37]. The authors study the
performance of five linear routing protocols to determine the
optimal transmission distance and hop count, together with
data compression techniques for monitoring of the train car
rolling bearings.
A train integrity monitoring WSN uses the DMAC layer [38]
and communication regularity to extend node sleep, waking up
only to forward the packets [6]. Network topology is inferred
from radio communication reachability and packet hop count.
Train car separations are implied from packet losses. In a refined implementation [15], network formation uses sensor data
fusion to form dynamic groups of sensors using car movement
correlations. These techniques consider the network propagation
time, but not the separation detection time. Also, node time
synchronization is assumed to be maintained by the regular
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network traffic, but network-level effects of synchronization or
JN...J3
J2
J1 Train Engine
Car N
Car 2
Car 1
(temporary) node loss are not analyzed.
An energy efficiency study of multi-tier multi-hop WSN
1. The train model has a locomotive at one end and N train cars (Car 1,
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard relies on multi-car radio Fig.
. . . , Car N) coupled with mechanical couplings (J1 , ..., JN ) whose structural
communication ranges to increase freight train monitoring integrity must be checked to assert the overall train integrity.
reliability and energy consumption [39], [40]. Yet, long-range
reliable radio communication in variable railway conditions
may be unreliable and network-wide node synchronization, III. T RAIN INTEGRITY MONITORING PROBLEM DEFINITION
AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
energy consumption, or node temporary faults are not discussed.
In [41], the authors propose a loop network to detect freight
We use the train model shown in Fig. 1, made of couplings
train composition and integrity using WSN nodes communithat connect the train components. At one end is the locomotive,
cating over a wired bus on the same train car and wirelessly
coupled through coupling J1 to the first train car, Car 1, and so
between cars. ZigBee, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi networks are
on up to the last car, Car N, for an N-car train. We distributedly
analyzed to detect broken links (train separations), changes in
assess the train integrity by checking all couplings, Ji , i ∈
train composition, or out-of-order packets. The work does not
{1, ..., N }.
address the energy consumption (which is likely high for WiTrain integrity monitoring systems are considered safety
Fi nodes) or the effect of node failures on the system QoS.
devices
subject to tight CENELEC SIL 4 false positive report
It was also proposed a train integrity monitoring network with
requirements
(reporting integer train while it is separated).
WSN nodes distributed on the train cars and communicating in
Checking,
testing,
and certification of standard compliance
a star topology using the IEEE 802.15.4g standard for smart utilare
beyond
the
scope
of this work, but we both observe the
ity networks with the coordinator on the locomotive [42]. The
maximum
reporting
latency
requirement of 5 s [6]–[8], and
nodes use multiple sensors: GNSS for localization, acceleration
design
the
system
to
reduce
false
positives. We also test the
and velocity, and the RF received signal strength index (RSSI).
effects
of
factors
affecting
the
QoS,
such as RF propagation
Processing is done on the coordinator, which signals accidental
variability,
node
failures
(e.g.,
for
insufficient
power or defects),
train separations when multiple sensing channels indicate it.
networking
overhead
for
nodes
leaving
and
rejoining the netThe system may suffer from the GNSS limitations analyzed
work,
and
optimize
reporting
latency
and
energy
consumption.
earlier. It is also unclear if a network designed for infrequent
Generally,
a
good
location
of
the
WSN
nodes
is
the train car
utility metering communications can support the dense monitorbogies
because,
among
others,
it
is
available
on
most
car types
ing traffic. Node energy is high due to GNSS receivers. RSSI
[3]
and
undamped
mechanical
energy
can
be
harvested
to power
reliability for car separations detection is also not analyzed.
the
sensor
nodes
[43].
However,
RF
propagation
close
to the
Safe, effective on-board freight train integrity assessment
ground
and
the
irregular
metallic
surfaces
on
the
car
sides
is
is still open mainly because of the absence of an electrical
more
difficult.
Hence,
we
conservatively
assume
that
the
maxipower supply on freight train cars. Single solutions hardly
satisfy the strict TCAS, ETCS Level 3, ERTMS Level 3, and mum RF propagation is a train car length, including couplings
CENELEC SIL 4 safety requirements. Data fusions from the (or about 25 m [44]), and that the propagation conditions are
best technologies, GNSS using inertial sensors, brake pipe unstable [45]. RF propagation analysis is beyond the scope of
monitoring, and distributed wireless, is considered the most this work, but we will discuss some well-known issues.
We optimize the network energy consumption to reduce the
promising [14].
energy
supply cost (e.g., smaller batteries or energy harvesting
We propose a WSN topology, asynchronous communicadevices),
or the cost of maintenance (e.g., change batteries less
tion protocol, application, and sensor nodes prototypes for
often
[15]).
Hence, we assume that WSN operation should be
autonomous on-board train integrity detection, optimized for
resilient
to
temporary
node failures, e.g., for insufficient energy.
energy and reporting latency [6]–[8]. Low energy consumption
With
the
above
considerations,
we define the following WSN
can reduce the equipment and maintenance cost, e.g., smaller
design
requirements:
battery or energy harvesting device, or longer battery replacement period [15]. To improve the system QoS, we consider
• periodical distributed train integrity monitoring, for early
unreliable WSN operating conditions, like intermittent node
detection and reporting of integrity loss, with a period
failures, multiple network rejoins, and failing RF communithat can change dynamically, e.g., based on train speed;
cations. The WSN is controlled by and reports to a Control
• support monitoring periods as short as 5 s [6]–[8] for trains
Center (CC) on the locomotive, which can also act as a hub
up to 740 m long, the maximum allowed in Europe [5];
to simplify the integration of the system in railway or Internet
• minimize node energy consumption to lower energy supply
of Things (IoT) applications.
cost (e.g., smaller batteries or energy harvesting devices),
To the best of our knowledge, our main contributions are:
or maintenance cost (e.g., longer battery duration [15]);
• WSN design considering all most relevant distributed train
• node idle current consumption around 1 mA or lower;
integrity monitoring features: reporting latency and energy
• WSN operation resilient to single points of failure, node
(for power supply and/or maintenance cost), and QoS
and communication failures, and with low overhead for
operating with random communication and node failures;
node leaving or rejoining the network;
• multi-objective latency-energy WSN optimization;
• reduce false positive report likelihood, i.e., asserting the
• QoS characterization for node and communication failures.
train is connected while it is actually separated;
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Communication flow in the network
...

2

Car i+2

3

Ji+1

2

Car i+1

3

Ji

0

Car i

1

...

Sensor node

(a)

Communication across a train car may be unreliable or fail
...

2

Car i+2

3

Ji+1

2

Car i+1

(b)

Fig. 2. An application transmission (TX) request starts the TX procedure: a
fixed delay is followed by a random delay, a brief clear channel assessment
(CCA) and, if clear, the actual TX, else repeat (or abort) the TX procedure.
At least one-car communication range and at least along one car side.

Car 3

...

J3

Car 2

J2

Car 1

J1

C
C

Engine

Sensor node clustering around couplings can be advantageous.

Fig. 3. Train physical structure forces periodically distributed almost unidimensional WSNs, for which we conservatively assume reliable communications for
only one car length and on only one side of the cars, but the nodes overseeing
the same coupling can communicate among them in a cluster.

use a CC on the locomotive to control network operation
and collect the monitoring reports for engineer notification
and easier integration in railway or IoT applications.
We consider that a train integrity monitoring system with
these characteristics can both monitor the train stand-alone, as
well as complementing monitoring systems based on different
technologies, to improve the overall monitoring reliability [14].
•

IV. T RAIN INTEGRITY MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN
Synchronous WSN communication protocols may reduce
the energy consumption, but establishing and maintaining synchronous node times can be costly across networks of several
tens of hops or when the nodes rejoin the network after, e.g., periods of insufficient harvested energy. Asynchronous protocols
can communicate at any time, hence spend energy continuously
monitoring the communication channel, but nodes can rejoin the
network by simply starting to monitor the communications [46].
We select asynchronous networks using sub-GHz RF bands,
which have better link budgets and higher energy efficiency
[47]. However, since channel coherence bandwidth is usually
larger than the sub-GHz bands, antenna diversity can mitigate
better destructive interferences from multipath propagation than
the spread spectrum frequency hopping techniques [48].
Node transmissions (TXs) follow the sequence in Fig. 2.
After an initial fixed delay, which improves network efficiency
(see Section VIII-B), the node waits for a random time within
a window to reduce packet collision risk, then briefly checks
the channel state (CCA) and, if free, it transmits the packet.
Train geometries force a linear, almost unidimensional periodically distributed WSN (see Fig. 3). Given the uncertain
RF propagation discussed in Section III, we conservatively

X4

Ji

0

Car i

1

...

Disabled sensor node

Fig. 4. (a) Nodes only on one car side may force communication to change
sides across couplings (red arrows), but (b) networking may fail if the nodes
fail, because the communication between opposite car sides may not succeed.

assume only one-car RF communication ranges, and only on the
same car side. Hence, we exclude network topologies needing
multi-car communications, like clusters or stars, but the nodes
overseeing the same train coupling can communicate directly in
a cluster to improve networking efficiency. Moreover, routing
protocols incurring high rerouting or network join overheads
support poorly temporary node failures.
Installing only one sensor at each car end, hence two overseeing each coupling (see Fig. 4, [3]), reduces the system cost
and provides redundancy to both communication and integrity
assessment (if each node can determine the integrity of the
coupling independently, without interfacing with the facing
node). However, they may end up on different train sides,
forcing the communication to switch sides [see Fig. 4(a)], which
has two major adverse effects. First, networking has single
points of failure, where it changes car sides [see Fig. 4(b)].
Communication may not go around the failed nodes diagonally,
across a train car. Second, coupling integrity assessments
relying on measuring the distance between two facing sensors
will fail, creating another single point of failure.
The nodes can also be placed in the center of the car sides
facing the other cars [3]. This reduces the distance between
the sensors overseeing the same coupling, which can help
to discriminate the cars of trains on parallel tracks based on
distance. However, it cannot provide sensing redundancy unless
the nodes can assess independently the coupling integrity,
without facing node cooperation. Energy harvesting may be
less efficient [43] or add wiring costs between harvesters on
bogies and nodes. RF propagation may be more difficult in the
relatively narrow channel between the ground and the (irregular)
bottom of the cars, which includes obstacles like bogie axles.
We use four nodes to oversee each coupling to avoid single
points of failure [see Fig. 5(a)]. Networking continues around
the failed nodes on the same train side [see Fig. 5(b)], and the
two operational facing nodes continue checking the coupling.
V. S ENSOR NODE DESIGN
Sensor nodes must support the basic system and networking
requirements discussed in Section III and Section IV: flat
hierarchy multi-hop homogeneous networking, asynchronous
MAC and communication protocol with low overhead for nodes
joining or leaving the network, and redundant networking and
coupling measurements. Hence, the nodes include:
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1
2

Car i+2

3
4

Ji+1

1
2

Car i+1

3
4

Ji

1
2

Coupling integrity assessment

Car i

3
4

...

Current (5 mA/div.)

...

Sensor node

(a)

Network communication and integrity measurement continue
...

1
2

Car i+2

3
4

Ji+1

1
2

Car i+1

3

Ji

X4 X

Failed sensor node

1
2

Car i

3
4

5

RX for channel sensing
Start transition
RX-to-sleep
Start transition
sleep-to-RX

...

Assessment fails

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Four nodes per car allow symmetrical networking and coupling
integrity checks and (b) networking or coupling checks go around failed nodes.
TABLE I
C URRENT CONSUMPTION OF 868 MHz TRANSCEIVERS SUPPLIED AT 3.3 V
IN TRANSMISSION MODE (TX) AT 10 dBm, RECEPTION MODE (RX),
ESTIMATED LOW POWER ( IDLE , POLLING ) CHANNEL LISTENING MODE
(LPL), AND SLEEP MODE ( POWER DOWN ) WITH FAST WAKE - UP (PD).
Device

Time (50 μs/div.)

Fig. 6. STMicroelectronics S2-LP current consumption (trace one, blue,
< 1 mA average), transitioning briefly (≈ 250 µs) sleep-to-receive (RX), to
check for radio activity. Trace two, red, square wave, is high only during RX.
Incremental coupling integrity assessment

Operation mode
TX (mA)

RX (mA)

LPL (mA)

PD (nA)

Texas Instruments
CC1101
CC112x

30
32

16.9
17

1.9
1.8

200
120

STMicroelectronics
S2-LP

11.5

7.2

0.7

700

Atmel (Microchip)
ATA5428

17.3

10.3

0.5

10

22
25

10.5
10.8

0.7
0.8

100
200

...

0
2

Car 3

1
3

J3

0
2

Car 2

1
3

J2

0
2

Car 1

1
3

J1

0
2

C
C

Engine

Incremental coupling integrity data collection

Fig. 7. The control center (CC) on the locomotive starts the train coupling
integrity assessment. The sensor node clusters around train couplings assess
their integrities in sequence. The nodes at the end of the train start the
assessment collection and its return to the CC, along the same multi-hop path.

Semtech
SX1272
SX1276

RX sensitivity is often limited by the environmental RF noise.
We select the STMicroelectronics S2-LP transceiver because
it has low LPL, and very low TX and RX mode current
• a sensor to reliably measure the coupling integrity;
consumptions, and embedded support for antenna diversity.
• a radio transceiver that supports the MAC, WSN protocol,
Its evaluation kit, STEVAL-FKI868V1 [52], uses an ultralowand RF propagation requirements;
power STM32L152RE MCU with an ARM Cortex-M3 CPU
• a processing unit (MCU) with adequate processing, stor- at 32 MHz with typical 8.6 mA active current consumption,
age, and peripheral interfacing capabilities;
512 KB flash, 16 KB of EEPROM, and 80 KB RAM [53]. The
• a power supply (e.g., battery or energy harvesting device). MCU resources are sufficient to support the WSN application
To avoid interacting with the car safety systems, like cou- and communication protocol (discussed later). Most processing
plings or buffers, coupling integrity can be assessed by checking is triggered by radio events (TX or RX), which consume signifthe inter-car distance with distance sensors (DS), such as icantly more energy [54]. MCU resources should be optimized
inductive [49], capacitive [50], or RF [41], [51], with varying for energy and cost after the optimization and consolidation of
accuracy, reliability, and energy consumptions. The DS must the WSN application, protocol, and encryption requirements
allow satisfying the TCAS and CENELEC SIL 4 specifications, (processing and time), which is left for future work.
and consume low power. It may assist network formation
VI. T RAIN INTEGRITY MONITORING PROTOCOL DESIGN
and discrimination of adjacent train cars. DS selection and
certification are outside the scope of this work. We model it
WSN communication to support train integrity assessment
at a high level, with a fixed delay that includes both the DS over long trains is challenging, as discussed in Section IV.
measurement and MCU communication times.
The CC node on the locomotive (see Fig. 7) controls the
For the radio communication requirements discussed in WSN operation, receives the coupling integrity reports, and
Section IV, the most important radio performance are Low- can support the integration in railway or IoT applications [55].
Power Listening (LPL) and reception (RX) modes. Table I
Monitoring the integrity of each train coupling with several
shows the maximum current consumption at 3.3 V supply for local sensors allows detecting train separations earlier than by
some widely used narrow-band transceivers. LPL consumption monitoring full train length variations, which can be affected
is mostly around or below 1 mA, while the sleep one (PD) is by variations during normal operation due to track topology
negligible. Note that LPL consumption is estimated (see Fig. 6), or measurement errors [10], [13], [20]. The sensing lag of
because of its spotty documentation. RX mode consumption the brake pipe changes in case of train separation can also
may matter most because of communication overhearing, while be too long [3], [6]–[8]. Moreover, long direct wireless data
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TABLE II
T WO - BIT COUPLING STATUS ENCODING CONVENTION
Status bits

Coupling status

00
01
10
11

unknown
normal
broken
error

...

1 byte

= J
| J J{zJ J J}

Car 3

1
3

J3

0
2

Car 2

1
3

J2

0
2

Car 1

1) CC to J1 nodes: do start integrity assessment.

communication between train end and locomotive (extending
from several hundreds of meters to kilometers) can often be
unreliable, because the last car roof may not be available to
install antennas [3], and RF communications along train sides
can be affected by variable multipath interferences or repeatedly
obstructed, e.g., when bending in tunnels or around hills.
We use a WSN-based distributed coupling integrity check,
and train-long communications made of short segments, each
at most one car length, to pass the CC commands to the nodes
and the reports back to the CC. We assume that both network
discovery and formation, and security establishment (neither
addressed in this work) are done whenever the train composition
changes, and before the WSN starts assessing the train integrity.
Each node must have a unique factory ID, usually provided by
the MCU (e.g., the STM32 family MCUs have 12-byte long
unique IDs), but to improve network performance (e.g., shorter
packets, less memory) we assume that the nodes are assigned
shorter IDs, as shown in Fig. 7, concatenated to the coupling ID
node short ID

0
2

N N
|{z}

.

(1)

6-bit coupling ID 2-bit node ID

This allows extracting the node and coupling IDs using low
effort bit mask and shift operations and can be used two bytes
for trains beyond 60 cars. Network-specific encryption keys
reject packets from adjacent trains, regardless of their network
IDs.
The train integrity assessment protocol has two major objectives: to periodically check all train coupling integrity, and
to deliver the aggregated results to the CC. The process is
started by a CC command and makes two train traversals: a
forward leg, from locomotive (CC) to train end, during which
the integrity of each coupling is sequentially assessed, followed
by a backward leg, during which all integrity assessments are
collected and returned to the CC. During the forward leg, the
four nodes assessing the integrity of each coupling fill a

2)

J1 nodes assess coupling integrity and share the
results among themselves (for redundancy).

3)

J1 nodes to J2 nodes: do start
integrity assessment.

1
3

J2

0
2

Car 1

1
3

J1

0
2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1
3

J1

0
2

C
C

C
C

Engine
J1:
00 00
00 00
J1:
01 01
01 01
J2:
00 00
00 00

...
Fig. 8. Distributed coupling integrity assessment starts in step 1 with the
control center (CC) request to the nodes of the first coupling, J1 . They reset
their coupling status byte (bits shown on the right) and assess the coupling
integrity. In step 2, they locally broadcast the results to fill the status byte. In
step 3, they forward the start request to the nodes of the next coupling, J2 .

Fig. 9. Sequence (approximate timing) of the major events of the coupling
integrity assessment. The control center sends the request (RQ) to the first
coupling nodes, which check its integrity (DS), then fill and broadcast the
assessment results. Finally, the J1 nodes TX RQ next coupling nodes, repeating
the steps until the train end.

views, including, e.g., node and network operation reliability
or permanent node faults in need of maintenance.
Fig. 8 shows an overview of the main protocol communications for coupling assessment, including request propagation
along the forward leg (from CC to train end). Fig. 9 shows
the main activity sequence (approximate timing) over the same
period. Row 1 in Fig. 8 shows the CC broadcasting the “start
assessment” request (TX RQ on the top plot in Fig. 9) to
all nodes overseeing the first coupling, J1 . Each node resets
its copy of the coupling status byte, then starts checking the
coupling integrity with the DS (DS activity on the middle plot in
coupling status byte = b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
(2)
Fig. 9). Next, they disseminate the results to their peers using in|{z} |{z} |{z} |{z}
node 3 node 2 node 1 node 0
coupling broadcasts (row 2 in Fig. 8). In the end, all nodes have
whose bits bi , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7} are independently controlled an identical copy of the coupling status byte, for redundancy,
in groups of two by each of the four nodes overseeing the filled with their own assessment and those of their peers.
coupling, using the encoding in Table II. The CC analyzes Finally, they forward the “start assessment” request to the nodes
the node reports in the coupling status bytes to determine the overseeing the next coupling (thick arrow on row 3 in Fig. 8 and
coupling integrity, according to the application requirements. TX RQ in the middle plot in Fig. 9), which repeats the process.
For instance, the CC may report train separation even if only
Fig. 10 shows the main events and in-coupling data dissemione node reports coupling integrity loss. The trade-off depends, nation for a generic example of integrity assessment of coupling
among others, on the accuracy and reliability of the DS, which Ji (see row 2 in Fig. 8). The coupling nodes use their DSs to
is beyond the scope of this work. The CC may also collect assess its integrity upon receiving an RQ message from the
statistics on node broken, error, or unknown reports (see Ta- previous coupling nodes. Then, they fill the results encoded as
ble II) over different time frames to present other system status in Table II in their coupling status byte copy, shown in Fig. 8
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Fig. 10. Event sequence example for assessing Ji coupling integrity (approximate timing). Nodes N0 –N3 check the integrity with their DSs upon previous
coupling request, RQ, set data repeat counters (RC), update the status bytes
(pink), and start broadcasting them (TX). Peers merge broadcast data (green)
and decrement RC whenever they receive their own data. When done, the
nodes forward the RQ request to the nodes of the next coupling, Ji+1 .
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Fig. 11. New data (internal, e.g., from coupling assessment, or external, from
peers) are merged by the node into its coupling status byte copy, and the data
repeat counter is adjusted each time new data is produced or is echoed by peers.

last nodes on the forward leg will start propagating back to
the CC the train status vector [see (3)] when the timer expires.
above the activities, and set the broadcast repeat counter to
In-coupling broadcasts are repeated to improve the commufour, RC4 (the number of repeats is a protocol parameter which
nication robustness so that each node receives the peer data and
we optimize later). When they start broadcasting, one node
builds a full copy of the coupling status byte. They are driven
transmits (TX) first, e.g., N1 , but all nodes are equivalent and
by two basic rules (see Fig. 11). First, any node that produces
the order is irrelevant. N1 decrements its repeat counter (RC3)
new data (e.g., a coupling integrity assessment) should ensure
and keeps the message for additional broadcasts if needed. All
that those data are broadcast the designated number of times.
peers merge N1 data with their own results and attempt to
For this, the nodes set a counter (RC in Fig. 10) and decrement
broadcast their updated status bytes. We assume N3 transmits
it each time the new data they produced are broadcast, either
now and, as N1 before, it decrements its repeat counter (RC3)
by the nodes themselves or by their peers. Second, any node
and keeps the message. Note that N1 decrements again its
receiving new data from peers will merge them with its own
repeat counter (RC2) because the N3 broadcast included N1
data, then broadcast the merged result at least one time (along
data. As before, all peers (including N1 ) merge N3 data with
with all the assessment data that it gathered). Hence, most
their status byte copy. When the procedure repeats, e.g., with
transmissions act also as data retransmissions for one or more
N0 broadcasting, we note that now the N2 status byte holds
peer nodes. We can follow this process on the example in
a copy of all peer assessments. Hence, the subsequent N2
Fig. 10, e.g., the data broadcast by N3 at 20 ms includes the
broadcast doubles as an integrity assessment request (RQ) for
data produced by the node itself [encoded on bits six and seven,
the nodes of the next coupling, Ji+1 . They will start their DS
see (2), highlighted red], as well as the data collected by N3
phase while the nodes N0 , N2 , and N3 of Ji will still broadcast,
from the previous broadcast of N1 at 10 ms [encoded on bits
acting also as RQ repeats (omitted in Fig. 10 for readability).
two and three, see (2), highlighted green]. The peer nodes (N0 ,
At the train end, the nodes emit a command propagating
N1 , and N2 ) merge at 25 ms the data from the broadcast of
back to the CC and collecting all status assessment bytes in a
N3 . For all of them, the data produced by N3 (encoded on
train status vector = | SBN | SBN −1 | . . . | SB2 | SB1 | (3) bits six and seven) are new, because they were never broadcast
before. Hence, they all trigger the path “new data → received
for N train cars, made of all status bytes SBn , n ∈ {1, . . . , N }. from peers” in Fig. 11, which sets the repeat count (RC in
Note that when starting the coupling integrity assessment, the Fig. 10) to one, unless it was already set higher. We see in
nodes also set a timer slightly longer than the time when the Fig. 10 that all RCs have higher values, and specifically: four
backward propagation packets are expected to pass through for N0 and N2 (set when they assessed the coupling integrity
their coupling. If the forward leg propagation is interrupted during DS phase, and never broadcast), and two for N1 . The
before reaching the end of the train (e.g., because of a wide latter was four after the DS phase, decremented once after
train separation, multi-node failures, or RF interferences), the N1 broadcast its assessment at 10 ms, and decremented again
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Listing 1. Code example of packet transmission (TX) in ns-3 simulation.
The C function train wsn tx() arms a ms delay timer which calls doTX()
method at expiration. doTX() transmits the next queued packet, obtained by
the C function tx packet get().
extern " C " void train_wsn_tx ( uint8_t ms ) {
GetApplication () -> GetObject < trainApp >() -> scheduleTX ( ms );
[...] }
void trainApp :: scheduleTX ( uint8_t ms ) {
Simulator :: Schedule ( MilliSeconds ( ms ) , & trainApp :: doTX );
[...] }
void trainApp :: doTX () {
McpsDataRequest ( Create < Packet >( tx_packet_get () ));
[...] }

Listing 2. Code example of embedded (FreeRTOS) packet transmission (TX).
train wsn tx() arms the tx timer timer to ms delay. Upon expiration, it
calls tx do() that starts task TXTaskHandle to send the next queued packet.

Fig. 12. Node application top events: packet reception (RX), coupling integrity
check (DS), and various timer expirations. Forward traversal RXs start DS.
Backward traversal RXs collect DS results. Node application sets expiration
timers for most tasks, including for packet retransmissions (re-TX).

when N3 rebroadcast the N1 assessment once more at 20 ms.
VII. N ODE APPLICATION DESIGN
Node application implements all node functions and the
train integrity monitoring protocol. Fig. 12 shows the main
external (e.g., peer messages) or internal (e.g., timer expirations)
processed events, using few top-level states.
Peer communications can come from the previous coupling
(e.g., the RQ in Fig. 10), the same coupling (e.g., the RF activity
in Fig. 10), or the next coupling [e.g., the status vector, see (3)].
Forward train traversal packets for integrity assessment hold
Pfwd : | pkType | rqID | toCID | fromNSID | stByte | sig |, (4)
i.e., packet type (one-byte pkType), unique request ID (onebyte rqID), ID of target coupling (one-byte toCID), ID of the
originating node (two-byte fromNSID), coupling status byte
[stByte, see (2)], and a 32-byte cryptographic signature (sig),
for a total of 38 bytes. Backward traversal packets hold
PBWD : | pkType | rqID | fromCID | stVect | sig |,

(5)

with one-byte fromCID the ID of the source coupling and 50byte stVect [see (3)] the train integrity status vector, for 85
bytes total. Adding the S2-LP radio modem 11-byte overhead,
the forward and backward traversal packets have 49 and 96
bytes, respectively, plus the packet preamble (discussed later).
Recently seen RX messages (SMi ) and outgoing TX messages (AMi ) are stored in a message queue made of two
concatenated first in, first out (FIFO) data structures
Queue : AM1 AM2 . . . AMn | SM1 SM2 . . . SMm .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
→ Active message FIFO →

(6)

→ Seen message FIFO →

The seen message FIFO helps to discard old messages. TX
messages stay active until resolved (transmitted, retransmitted,

void train_wsn_tx ( uint8_t ms ) {
xTimerChangePeriod ( tx_timer , ms , 0) ;
[...] }
void stubs_init ( void ) {
tx_timer = xTimerCreate ([...] , tx_do ) ;
[...] }
void tx_do ( TimerHandle_t xTimer ) {
xTaskGenericNotify ( TXTaskHandle , TX_START_EVENT ,[...]) ;
[...] }

or obsoleted). We leave FIFO optimization for future work
since its size strongly depends on the RF communication range.
Queued messages can trigger timers. E.g., upon the RX of the
RQ message shown in Fig. 10, all Ji nodes start DS for coupling
measurement and set timers for maximum DS time. Similarly,
TX messages are loaded into the active FIFO [see (6)] attached
to a repeat counter and to a retransmit timer (see Section VI).
Notably, this reactive operation mode allows a node to rejoin
the network by just starting to listen and react to ongoing
communications. Also, the CC can change the train integrity
monitoring period simply by issuing the request commands at
the appropriate time, to which the nodes react as shown in Fig. 9.
This minimizes the communication overhead but serializes the
integrity assessments, which thus weigh more on the overall
assessment time which is limited to 5 s (Section III, [6]–[8]).
We designed the node application in three steps. First, we implemented a high-level C++ model of the integrity assessment
shown in Fig. 8 in the ns-3 network simulator [56] to check
that it completes within the allotted 5 s (Section III, [6]–[8]).
Then we select FreeRTOS [57] as embedded OS from various
options [58] for its features, reduced resource requirements
(a typical FreeRTOS kernel needs 4000–9000 B of code [59]),
integration with the configuration tool of our development kit,
and easy porting of projects [60] to the IEC 61508-SIL 3
certified Safety Critical Real-Time OS (SAFERTOS) [61] (but
can be used other embedded operating systems that support
typical features like timers and threads). Thus, we develop
the application behavior directly in the target C language, but
we test it in ns-3 simulations with interfaces that simplify its
porting to FreeRTOS. For instance, Listing 1 and Listing 2
show the implementation of the train wsn tx() interface,
which schedules the TX of a queued packet. Listing 1 uses the
ns-3 simulator primitives to implement the delay timer, which
then calls a method that TX the first queued packet. Listing 2

VIII. S IMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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1.512 ms
Sniff period of channel activity
(low-power listening, LPL)

~38 μs channel sniff time

<1 mA

shows the same interface using the FreeRTOS primitives to
implement an equivalent flow to unblock the message TX task.
Ported almost unchanged to FreeRTOS, the application
behavioral code, including stubs, drivers, and the FreeRTOS
kernel needs 73 120 bytes for code and 31 822 bytes for data.
We check the application operation on a testbed with 23 nodes:
20 covering five couplings, 2 at the train end, and 1 for the
CC. We analyze the node and network behavior in various conditions, comparing the testbed behavior with the corresponding
ns-3 simulations to accelerate code debugging and validation.

Current (5 mA/div.)
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Average
current
Time (200 μs/div.)

Current (5 mA/div.)

Experimentation focuses on 1) checking hardware node
operation, energy consumption, and validation, 2) simulations Fig. 13. S2-LP transceiver current consumption and timing while sniffing the
for train integrity protocol optimization, and 3) simulations for channel for incoming transmissions in low-power listening. The average current
consumption is < 1 mA for sniff time ≈ 38 µs and sniff period ≈ 1.5 ms.
QoS evaluation with variable node and communication failures.
First, we qualitatively observe and optimize the node hardware operation: first in controlled test conditions, then in a
scaled-down network with a CC and 22 nodes, covering five
Reception (RX)
train couplings and the train end, working in close proximity
to increase the communication channel congestion.
Next, we make quantitative measurements and optimizations
using ns-3 simulations running the embedded WSN application
node code almost unchanged (see Section VII). All simulations
use 200 nodes that cover 50 couplings, for a train length of
≈ 1 km, about 35 % longer than the current 740 m limit in
Europe [5]. We conservatively model a lossless communication
Idle listening (LPL)
Transmission (TX)
channel covering three couplings (≈ 60 m).
Time (200 μs/div.)
We also simulate the WSN QoS degradation with node and
communication failures, by disabling various fractions of nodes
Fig. 14. S2-LP transceiver mode switching: reception (RX), idle channel
or communications, respectively.
listening (LPL), and 0 dBm transmission (TX), after full RX.
Finally, we qualitatively check the network operation in outdoor tests, with RF propagation resembling train car conditions.
We are mostly interested if WSN behavior is correct, both time around 38 µs, by trial and error we settle for a 50-byte
at the node and the network level. E.g., if the application code preamble (which is comparable with our shortest packet length
developed and tested in ns-3 simulations works correctly, if the of 49 bytes, see Section VII). With these, we measure less
integrity assessment is correct in normal and fault conditions, if than 1 mA average LPL current, visible also in Fig. 13.
there are any systematic errors over long runs, if the application
We test on hardware the peripheral operation and interfacing.
states and transitions are the expected ones for various types of We check LPL RX with one node in LPL and another transevents, or if the packet loss is not excessive. We detect errors mitting 4 ms packets first every 15 ms, then randomly between
mostly from the analysis of simulation logs (for network oper- 10 ms and 20 ms. Packet loss is less than 0.01 % over several
ation) and operation, code, and signal trace analysis in isolated, hours, and lower at night. The losses are acceptable, mostly due
out-of-network conditions (for node and drivers operation).
to external interferences. Then, we test the TX/RX interlocking
with the test node attempting to TX overlapped on various RX
phases: preamble, sync word, payload, packet transfer to the
A. Hardware node configuration and testing
microcontroller. We check that the RX is not interrupted and the
We use the S2-LP transceiver maximum data rate, 250 kbit/s,
TX is postponed, e.g., Fig. 14 shows an example of radio mode
to minimize packet TX times, communication channel congesswitching between RX (left), LPL (middle), and a new RX
tion, and meet the integrity assessment tight timing constraints.
closely followed by a TX (rightmost) — note that we shortened
Longer packet preambles reduce the LPL duty cycle but
the packets and the LPL periods for readability and the TX is
increase the TX and RX consumption, and channel congestion.
low power. Finally, we test the carrier sense function with two
The latter can increase the packet loss, hence the retransmission
nodes that randomly transmit packets while avoiding collisions.
energy. The network-optimal LPL duty cycle is hard to find due
to hardware constraints, especially when packet overhearing
B. Simulations of train integrity protocol
depends on variable RF propagation conditions.
Considering the performance of several state-of-the-art
We use ns-3 simulations of the train integrity WSN protocol
transceivers (see Table I) and the application requirements, we to functionally check the code and protocol, and optimize the
aim for an LPL current around 1 mA. Configuring the sniffing operation reliability and energy consumption.
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Fig. 17. Coupling integrity assessment events at the end of the train and the
start of backward traversal collecting coupling assessment results. Coupling
and node IDs are encoded on the Y-axis.
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Fig. 15. Coupling integrity assessment starts with distance sensor measurements upon request from previous coupling nodes, then exchange the results
between the coupling nodes, and ends by forwarding the request to the next
coupling nodes. Coupling and node IDs are encoded on the Y-axis.
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Fig. 16. Propagation of node activity in time (X-axis) along the train (Y-axis)
during one train integrity assessment for 50 couplings (≈ 1 km long train),
starting from the locomotive and propagating towards the end of the train,
then propagating the result collection back to the locomotive.

Fig. 18. Propagation of node activity in time (X-axis) along 50 train couplings
(≈ 1 km long train, left Y-axis) for 100 randomized train integrity assessment
simulations using the best protocol parameter setup, and with the assessment
duration distribution plotted on the bottom right (right Y-axis).

Fig. 15 shows in detail the main events discussed in Section VI and outlined in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10, simulated
for each node, grouped by coupling on the Y-axis. Within a
coupling Y interval, the nodes overseeing it have increasing
offsets within the hatched stripes. Coupling C0 is virtual,
associated with the CC. Close to 0.04 s, the CC requests a train
integrity assessment, and all nodes of the first coupling, C1,
start DS (solid triangles in Fig. 15). We assume that the DS lasts
5 ms and an empty triangle marks its end. Then, the coupling
nodes broadcast their assessments (+ mark), determining peer
data merges (× mark). Squares show when nodes are done
collecting all peer data, hence their next TX also requests the
next coupling (C2) nodes to start the assessment. Once they
start their coupling assessment, C2 nodes ignore redundant
requests sent by other C1 nodes, around 0.1 s, the same way
C1 nodes ignored a redundant CC request around 0.13 s. C2
nodes proceed as C1 nodes, then they activate the C3 nodes
and so on, traversing forward the whole train. Fig. 16 shows the
progressive node activation in time (X-axis) and along the train
(Y-axis) during coupling integrity assessment (left ramp), while
doing the activities shown in detail in Fig. 15. The nodes at the
train end start the backward train traversal (◦ marks at the top of
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17) to collect and return to the CC all integrity

assessments in the status vector [see (3)]. Collect packets are
longer (see Section VII) but propagate faster (steeper right ramp
slope in Fig. 17) because they need fewer node actions per
coupling: fill the assessed status in the vector and forward it.
Fig. 18 shows a qualitative overview of the evolution in
time (X-axis) along 50 train couplings (≈ 1 km long train, left
Y-axis) of the main train integrity assessment events for 100
random simulations for the best network parameter setup (see
below). The left ascending ramps are made of events occurring
during the forward train traversals, like those shown in Fig. 16.
At the top, around 2.6 s, are started the backward traversals that
form the right descending ramps. Forward train traversal slopes
(left ramp) have higher variance because of the higher number
and complexity of the in-coupling operations and message
exchanges than on the backward train traversal (right ramp,
Fig. 17). At the bottom right of Fig. 18 is plotted the assessment
time distribution (right Y-axis), a Gaussian between 3.41–3.92 s,
with 3.63 s average and 0.11 s standard deviation (SD).
Train integrity reporting time depends on the node TX
delays discussed in Section IV. It decreases when reducing
the minimum TX delay and window, but channel congestion
and aborted transmissions increase. Hence, we explore the
WSN protocol performance for five minimum TX delay values

Train integrity assessment duration (s)
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TABLE III
WSN PARAMETERS EFFECT ON TRAIN INTEGRITY (TI) ASSESSMENT
PERFORMANCE . F EWER TRANSMISSION (TX) REDUCE ENERGY.

Excessive train integrity
assessment duration

5

Higher assessment
propagation variations

4
Minimum node
transmission delay
1 ms
3 ms
5 ms
7 ms
9 ms

3
2
1

Adequate train
integrity assessment
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Node transmission window (ms)

Fig. 19. Variation of train integrity assessment duration [mean, min, max, and
standard deviation (SD) for 100 assessments] function of min transmission
delay and window for four in-coupling data repetitions and 5 ms distance
measurement time. Color bands are SD, error bars are min and max times.
All TXs

Assess. TXs

Collect TXs

TX
TX delay
reps. min
win.
(ms)
(ms)

TI
time
(s)

total

Best configurations
4
7
31
4
9
31
5
5
15
5
7
15
6
3
15
6
7
15

3.63
3.85
2.64
2.87
2.42
2.91

2.92
2.91
3.22
3.19
3.50
3.47

1.95
1.93
2.25
2.22
2.54
2.50

Worst
7
4
6
6
8
5

1.63
2.45
1.67
1.83
1.64
1.65

3.90
3.08
3.68
3.60
4.14
3.44

2.94
2.11
2.72
2.63
3.18
2.47

Chan.
busy

TI
OK
(%)

0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96

168
158
295
262
345
277

100
100
100
100
100
100

0.95
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.96

796
442
773
593
817
750

87
86
84
83
83
77
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Average transmissions per node
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Fig. 20. Transmissions (TX) and channel busy events for 100 full train integrity
assessments with 5 ms TX min delay, function of (a) TX delay range for four
in-coupling data repetitions, and (b) maximum in-coupling data repetitions for
31 ms TX window. Color bands are standard deviation, error bars are min/max.

Fig. 21. Five of the six best WSN configurations are Pareto points in the multiobjective optimization of train integrity assessment time and average packets
transmitted by the nodes, which are a proxy of WSN energy consumption.

(1 ms, 3 ms, 5 ms, 7 ms, and 9 ms), five TX window widths
(3 ms, 7 ms, 15 ms, 31 ms, and 63 ms), and five in-coupling
data repetitions (4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). We simulate 100 times each
parameter combination, 12 500 total simulations.
Fig. 19 shows the train integrity assessment duration function
of TX minimum delay and window width (see Section IV):
average, SD (colored area), and error bars for min/max times.
TX minimum delay only adds to the assessment average for
larger TX windows, while for smaller windows it also worsens
channel congestion, hence increases the min/max range and SD.
Fig. 20 shows total TXs and channel busy (failed CCA)
events function of TX window width and the number of
in-coupling broadcasts (same representations as in Fig. 19).
Fig. 20(a) shows that channel busy events, their min/max
ranges, and SD increase exponentially for smaller TX windows.
Forward traversal TXs increase only slightly because the CCA
avoids most conflicts, and backward traversal TXs are virtually
constant. More in-coupling data repetitions increase both the
channel busy events and the number of TXs on forward
train traversal. The TXs increase less than in-coupling data
repetitions, because most in-coupling TXs repeat data for more

than one node, as discussed in Section VI. Backward traversal
TXs are mostly constant because in-coupling data exchanges
stop as soon as the next coupling picks up the forward request.
Table III shows the best and worst six network parameter
combinations for all 12 500 simulations, in order of decreasing
communication reliability (TI OK), increasing average TX per
node, in-coupling data repetitions (TX reps.), and train integrity
assessment duration (TI time). The best configurations report
within the 5 s requirement [6]–[8] and almost all are Pareto
points (see Fig. 21). We prefer the configuration with lower
average TXs per node and less in-coupling data repetitions
because they minimize the overall networking energy consumption (each TX potentially triggers an RX in all nodes in RF
communication range). For this prototype, we ignore other node
energy consumption, e.g., for data processing or encryption.
We also prefer configurations finishing the assessment earlier,
because they may less likely exceed the 5 s TI time requirement
[6]–[8] due to unforeseen events, e.g., offline nodes or communication errors. The best network configurations have larger
TX windows, but not the largest that may violate the TI time
requirement, and also have longer TX fixed delays. The worst
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Fig. 22. Train integrity reporting time and standard deviation function of
faulty node ratio and the maximum time allowed for coupling integrity checks.
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Fig. 23. Successful train integrity reports function of fail node ratio and the
maximum time allowed for coupling integrity checks.

C. Simulation of train integrity resilience to errors
Through ns-3 simulations, we evaluate WSN resilience to
lost messages and node failures as 1) variation of reporting
time, 2) the number of incomplete or missing reports, and 3)
routing reconfiguration around failed nodes. The nodes use the
best configuration from Section VIII-B.
Node failures are simulated from zero (no node failure) to
100 failed nodes, i.e., 50 % of the 200 WSN nodes. Disabling
more nodes would leave at least a coupling with less than two
facing nodes, for which the DS fails (it needs two facing nodes).
Each node fault ratio is simulated 100 times with random faulty
node distributions to check routing reconfiguration capability.
Missing (failed) nodes trigger timeouts in the operational
coupling nodes: timers associated with the RC counters (see
Section VI and Fig. 10), and a coupling check timer. The
former is marginally longer than the normal node TX delay and
has a limited effect. We explore instead the effects of the latter
for a few realistic values: 100 ms, 120 ms, and 140 ms. Note
that the 100 ms timeout is only slightly longer than the node
average time to complete in-coupling transmissions (see Fig. 2
and Fig. 10) using the best node configuration in Table III


31 ms random
5 ms DS+4 TX reps · 7 ms fixed +
= 95 ms.
2
|
{z
}
Average delay for one TX

(7)
Fig. 22 shows the train integrity report delay function of
faulty node ratio for three coupling check timeouts. The assessment of couplings with faulty nodes wait for coupling check
timer expiration, hence increase with the expiration times. The

Train integrity assessment time (s)

8

configurations have shorter TX windows and fixed TX delays.
We can estimate node networking energy consumption from
the TX average and RF communication range. For example, for
a three couplings RF communication range, TXs are received by
3 coupling nodes+4 nodes×3 couplings×2 sides = 27 nodes.
So, 2.92 TXs average per node would trigger 27×2.92 = 78.84
RXs. This is an upper bound, because RF range may be much
shorter, may not span train sides, and nodes closer to train ends
have fewer nodes in RF range. Networking energy depends on
RF propagation, which is outside the scope of this work.
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Fig. 24. Successful train integrity reports and reporting latency (with the
standard deviation colored area plotted only for 100 ms for readability) function
of the network-wide failed message reception (RX) ratio and the maximum
time allowed for coupling integrity checks.

increase rates slow for higher node fail ratios because more
faulty nodes per coupling do not increase the check timeout.
Reporting times beyond the 5 s requirement (Section III, [6]–
[8]) is acceptable because most nodes may fail due to insufficient supply energy, e.g., when energy harvesting decreases with
train speed and reporting requirement is also longer [6]–[8].
Fig. 23 shows the valid train integrity reports function of
faulty node ratio for three coupling check timeouts. We note that
virtually all reports are valid low fail node ratios, and the invalid
reports do not seem to depend on the coupling check timeout.
We simulate the WSN reporting performance function of
the communication error ratio by randomly discarding RX
messages in each node. Fig. 24 shows the dependence on the
RX error ratio of both the train integrity reporting latency and
of the valid report ratio, for three coupling check timeouts. Each
combination was simulated 1000 times, 39 000 simulations
total.
We note in Fig. 24 a steep drop of the valid report ratio after
35–40 % RX failure ratios, regardless of the coupling check
timeout, reaching 0 % valid reports shortly above the 60 % RX
failure ratio. High RX failure ratios disrupt mostly the request
forward propagation along the train, leading to incomplete
reports. Reporting latency and SD also increase with the RX
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Fig. 26. Nodes in the lab test in close range to increase communication
channel congestion, connected to a server for monitoring and debug.

Fig. 25. Cumulative relative frequency over 100 000 train integrity assessments
with random node and communication failure rates and one random train
coupling separated. The train is reported either separated or in unknown state
when reporting fails due to network errors.

fail ratio, because the retransmissions increase. However, with
up to a third of messages lost, more than 95 % of train integrity
reports are valid and within the required 5 s latency [6]–[8].
To check for WSN assessing and reporting errors in case
of node and networking failures, we have simulated 100 000
train integrity assessments with the train separated at a random
coupling, and for random ratios of failed nodes and communications. As discussed in Section VI, the CC inspects all node
reports. If one node reports a disconnected coupling, the CC
reports that the train is separated. Else, if there are no node
reports for at least one coupling, the CC reports the train status
as unknown. Else, if the nodes report all couplings connected,
but at least one node reports internal errors, the CC reports
the WSN status in error. If none of the above, then the CC
reports the train as connected. Note that based on the actual
application needs, other summarizing logic or level of detail
can be devised from on the node reports.
As shown by the cumulative relative frequency in Fig. 25,
the train state is either reported correctly as separated or in
unknown state when node and communication errors prevent
the assessment or reporting. The WSN never reports the train
connected, which would be a false positive for which the
CENELEC SIL 4 standard imposes very tight limits.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 27. Sensor nodes (e.g., top and bottom orange arrows) are grouped by
couplings separated by a car length (≈ 20 m) along an undulated metallic
fence with obstructions on the direct line of sight between sensor groups (e.g.,
middle, red arrow), and close to the ground. (a) normal view, (b) 4× zoom.

report is delivered to the CC and that it has the unknown code
in the slot of the failed node (see Table II). Finally, we check
the application and network stability over long runs, of several
days, with the CC requesting train integrity reports every 5 s.
To test RF propagation and network operation, we install the
network outdoors. We group the four coupling nodes together
and separate them by an approximately train car length (20 m),
along a metallic fence with protrusions that partially block the
direct communication, as shown in Fig. 27. Node antennas are
about 25 cm from the fence and 0.5 m from the ground, in
D. Qualitative network field tests
conditions close to what we expect on train sides. The RF links
We use experimental tests to qualitatively check the network were good between adjacent node groups (i.e., couplings), but
operation and stability in different operation conditions, with 22 spotty beyond that. We check again network operation and stasensor nodes that cover five couplings, the train end, and a CC. bility, which is not impaired by the reduced node connectivity.
Laboratory tests keep all nodes in close range to increase the Also here we emulate the DS operation (see Section V).
overhearing and communication channel congestion. Outdoor
Field tests allowed us to debug the application parts left out
tests try to emulate the train-side propagation conditions.
of the software simulations (e.g., drivers and interfaces), and
In the laboratory (Fig. 26), all nodes are within about 1 m to to gain confidence that the software simulation results closely
increase packet overhearing and collisions. Using high-speed match the hardware operation.
serial connections, we monitor the CC requests and reports,
and node states and activities. We check that the behavior
IX. C OMPARISON WITH THE STATE - OF - THE - ART
of the embedded application code corresponds to the ns-3
simulations, both emulating the DS operation (see Section V).
Train integrity detection systems monitoring train brake
We also check the network resilience to single points of failure pipes [22], [23] are considered too slow [3]. Our method is
by turning off one node at a time. We check that the monitoring faster and predictable (≈ 3.6 s with 0.1 s SD for a 50-car train),
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independent on train safety systems (brake pipes), and can some overheads of synchronous MACs. Network topology
locate the separations [8], [17].
assumes one node at each car end, communicating directly
Systems based on GNSS can degrade or fail in certain with up to three neighbors. The last node sends every second a
areas, GNSS nodes have relatively high energy consumption, message towards the locomotive, and train separation is inferred
may be incompatible with some train car types [3], can be from lost RF communications. As they span more than three
slow detecting train separations (35–200 s [11]), may need car lengths, the separation is likely detected beyond the TCAS
track databases [20], connections with ground stations [9] with specification of 30 m [11] and the 5 s latency requirement [6]–
unbounded delays [62], or multiple GNSS systems coverages, [8]. Node idle current is comparable (≈ 1 mA), but network encannot locate the separations, and need anyway a reliable ergy optimization or resilience to node faults are not discussed.
communication between the train ends. Our method provides
X. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
the end-to-end communication, is faster and more predictable
(≈ 3.6 s with 0.1 s SD for a 50-car train), independent of
Along GNSS with IMU and brake pipe monitoring, WSNs
external infrastructures as required by the ERTMS Level 3, are considered one of the enabling systems for onboard aucompatible with most car types, has lower energy requirements tonomous train integrity check, particularly for long freight
per node, and can locate the separations along the train [8], [17]. trains without electrical power on cars. TCAS requires detecting
WSN protocols optimized for linear topologies focus on syn- train separations below 30 m wide [11], high-speed separations
chronization, data throughput, and latency, disregarding service should be reported in less than 5 s [6]–[8], and CENELEC
reliability with faulty nodes or communications [28]–[30]. They SIL 4 sets tight false positive limits, i.e., reporting a separated
use synchronous MACs, which incur network synchronization train as connected.
and rejoin overheads. Our system uses an asynchronous MAC
WSN parameters can be tuned to optimize the trade-off
with negligible node rejoin overhead (discussed in Section VII) between the reporting latency and energy, based on application
and around 1 mA idle current consumption, lower than the specifications and priorities. E.g., the integrity of a 50-car
≈ 13 mA reported in [28]. In [34] are analyzed the effects (≈ 1 km) train can be reported in ≈ 3.6 s average with 0.1 s SD.
of node faults and network size on monitoring coverage in Asynchronous MACs reduce node network rejoin overhead,
dense WSNs, but without considering communication errors such as after being temporarily off due to insufficient energy
or network rejoin overheads. The effects of traffic distribution harvested from the environment, albeit asynchronous MACs
in prevalently unidirectional network are analyzed in [35], but may increase the node idle consumption. Providing sufficient
uneven traffic load is a minor issue in our bidirectional flat redundancy in network topology, sensing, and communication
hierarchy network, where only the nodes towards train ends resources make it resilient to single points of failure and help
may overhear and communicate fewer packets.
to maintain a high QoS even in the case of multiple node and
Hierarchical WSN protocols relying on multi-car radio communication failures. A control center on the locomotive
communication ranges to improve reliability and energy con- can control network operation and collect reports, simplifying
sumption have been proposed [32], [36], [37], [39], [40], but system integration in railway and IoT applications.
they do not consider the RF communication variability, node
Safe on-board train integrity monitoring is a complex proband communication failures, latency constraints, or network lem, of which distributed monitoring of train couplings is only
rejoin overheads. Moreover, we avoid multi-car links (hence one part. The reliability and energy efficiency of this WSN
hierarchical clustering) that may often be unreliable. We im- prototype should be improved, the WSN extended to support
prove network QoS through node, communication, and data train composition discovery, network formation, and security
redundancy, and optimize the WSN for both latency and energy. establishment. It should also be tested on trains, including
A mixed network for train integrity monitoring using wired its integration with the complementary techniques mentioned
connections on cars and ZigBee wireless between them was above, to reach the required safety and reliability levels.
proposed [41]. Like in our proposal, each coupling is monitored
by four nodes and the locomotive query travels to the end of the
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